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An operator system X, such that X** is a C*-algebra and such that the canonical
embedding of X in X** is a unital complete isometry, is called a C*-system. If A
is a unital C*-algebra and L is a closed left ideal of A, then A(L+L*) has a natural
operator-system structure relative to which it is a C*-system. It is shown that any
separable C*-system is of this form for some separable A, and that an arbitrary
inseparable C*-system is an inductive limit of separable C*-systems.
Associated with any operator system X is a universal C*-algebra C u*(X ) which
contains X as a generating subsystem and is maximal among such C*-algebras in
the sense that any other such C*-algebra is canonically a *-homomorphic image of
Cu*(X ). If X is additionally a C*-system, then the C*-subalgebra C r*(X ) of X**
generated by X is minimal among C*-algebras containing X as a generating sub-
system in the sense that C r*(X ) is canonically a *-homomorphic image of any other
such C*-algebra. It follows that there is a canonical homomorphism _: Cu*(X ) 
C r*(X ) which extends the identity map on X. When X is a C*-algebra of dimension
greater than 1, _ is never injective. One of the main results of the paper is that there
exists a separable nuclear C*-system X containing M2(C) for which _ is an
isomorphism. This implies that for any embedding of X as an operator subsystem
of a C*-algebra A, the C*-subalgebra of A generated by X is isomorphic to Cu*(X).
Moreover Cu*(M2(C)) is not C*-exact and C u*(M2(C)C u*(X ), from which it
follows that Cu*(X ), and hence A, are not exact C*-algebras. Thus X, though a
nuclear operator system, cannot be embedded in a nuclear C*-algebra.  1998 Academic
Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Informally an operator system is a closed unital self-adjoint linear sub-
space of a C*-algebra with unit. More precisely, an operator system X is
a complex vector space with involution x  x*, a distinguished self-adjoint
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unit 1 and a family of complete norms & }&n on XMn(C) (n=1, 2, ...),
such that for some unital C*-algebra A there is a self-adjoint unital
embedding @: X  A for which the maps
@ idn : XMn(C)  AMn(C)
are isometric (n=1, 2, ...). It is then easy to see that X is the linear span of
its positive cone X+=[x # X : @(x)0].
It was in the work of Choi and Effros [C-E1] that it first became clear
that operator systems had a significant role to play in C*-algebra theory.
More recently nuclear operator systems have arisen in the study of exact
C*-algebras [Ki1, Ki2].
Before describing our main results, we recall some basic definitions and
results. If X and Y are operator systems and ,: X  Y is a linear map, let
,n=, idn : Mn(X )  Mn(Y)
(n # N). The map , is completely positive (resp. completely isometric) if
,n0 (resp. ,n is isometric) for n # N. The abbreviations u.c.i. and u.c.p.
will be used for unitally completely isometric and unitally completely positive,
respectively.
If A is a unital C*-algebra and L a closed left ideal of A with support
projection p # A**, L+L* is a closed linear subspace of A and there is an
isometry
@: A(L+L*)  (1& p) A**(1& p)
such that (1& p) a(1& p)=(@?)(a) for a # A, where ?: A  A(L+L*) is
the quotient map (cf. Section 2). Thus A(L+L*) inherits a natural operator
system structure from (1& p) A(1& p) ((1& p) A**(1& p)) via the map @&1.
It follows, by considering bipolars, that (A(L+L*))**$(1& p) A**(1& p),
which is a C*-algebra. An operator system X such as A(L+L*) for which
(i) X** is a C*-algebra and (ii) the canonical embedding @: X  X** is
unital and completely isometric is called a C*-system [Ki1]. In Section 2
we show that every separable C*-system is of the form A(L+L*) with A
separable. Although we have not been able to establish this result for
arbitrary inseparable C*-systems, we are able to show in Section 8 that any
such C*-system is the inductive limit of separable C*-subsystems.
An operator system is nuclear if there are nets of unital completely positive
maps * : X  Mn* and ,* : Mn*  X such that lim* &(,* *)(x)&x&=0 for
x # X. When X is separable, the nets [,*] and [*] can be replaced by
sequences and, by [Ki2, Theorem 1.1], there are a closed left ideal L of the
CAR algebra B and a unital complete isometry _: X  B** such that
_(X )=(1& p) B(1& p),
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where p is the support of L in B** and B is identified with its canonical
image in B**. In other words, X can be identified with the C*-system
B(L+L*), and X**$(1& p) B**(1& p), the latter an injective von Neumann
algebra. (See [Ki2] for the converse implication.)
While investigating the structure of exact C*-algebras [Ki1, Ki2] a question
which arose was whether every nuclear operator system has a unital
completely isometric embedding in a nuclear C*-algebra. One of the main
results of this paper, Corollary 18, is the rather surprising fact that there
exist separable nuclear C*-systems which have no such embeddings.
Our approach to this problem is to consider the C*-algebras generated
by a given operator system X under all possible u.c.i. embeddings in unital
C*-algebras. It turns out that there is a largest such C*-algebra Cu*(X )
with associated embedding u: X  Cu*(X ), in the sense that if %: X  A is
any other u.c.i. embedding, then there is a unique V-homomorphism ?% :
Cu*(X)  A for which the diagram
Cu*(X ) ww
?% A
u %
X
commutes. If X is also a C*-system, then a corresponding minimality property
applies to the C*-subalgebra C r*(X) generated by the canonical image of
X in X**. There is a unique V-homomorphism _% : C*(%(X))  C r*(X ) such
that the diagram
C*(%(X )) ww
_% C r*(X )
%
X
commutes. In particular there is a canonical V -epimorphism _: C u*(X ) 
C r*(X). If X is unitally completely isometric to a C*-algebra of dimension
greater than 1, _ cannot be injective. However we show in Section 7 that
it is possible to construct a separable nuclear C*-system X for which the
associated map _ is injective. This implies that for any u.c.i. embedding %
of X in a unital C*-algebra A, C*(%(X )) is V-isomorphic to Cu*(X ). It is
shown in Section 5 that Cu*(M2(C)) is not exact, when M2(C)) is con-
sidered just as a C*-system. Also, since X is nuclear, M2(C) has a u.c.i.
embedding in X, which implies that Cu*(M2(C)) is V-isomorphic to a
C*-subalgebra of C u*(X ). This implies that Cu*(X ), C*(%(X )) and, hence,
A are not exact, so that A is not nuclear.
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2. SEPARABLE C*-SYSTEMS
Recall that a unital C*-algebra A has the lifting property if, whenever B
is a unital C*-algebra and ,: A  BJ is a unital completely positive map
of A into a quotient BJ of B, , has a unital completely positive lifting
: A  B. The full C*-algebra C*(F) of the free group on countably many
generators has the lifting property [Kir3, Lemma 2.1]. (This is the only
C*-algebra with the lifting property with which we shall be concerned.)
Proposition 1. If A and B are unital C*-algebras and A has the lifting
property, then every unital completely positive map T : A  B** is the limit,
in the point-ultraweak topology, of a net [T*] of unital completely positive
maps from A to B.
Proof. By Kaplansky’s density theorem, the unit ball of B is strong*-
dense in that of B**. If 4 denotes the set of finite subsets of B*+ , partially
ordered by inclusion, it follows that for b # B** there is a net [b*]* # 4 in
B with &b* &&b& (* # 4) such that b=s*-lim* b* . Let
B =[(b*)* # 4 : b* # B, sup
*
&b*&<, s*-lim
*
b* exists in B**].
With pointwise V-algebra operations and the supremum norm B is a
C*-algebra. If I is the ideal [(b*) # B : s*-lim* b*=0], then B**$B I,
since, if ,: B  B** is the map (b*)  s*-lim* b* , , is a V-epimorphism with
kernel I.
If T : A  B** is a u.c.p. map, let T : A  B be a u.c.p. lifting of T. Then
there are u.c.p. maps T* : A  B such that T (a)=(T*(a)) and s*-lim* T*(a)
=T(a) (a # A). Since the strong *-topology is stronger than the ultraweak
topology, the result follows. K
Let Y be a closed self-adjoint linear subspace of a separable unital
C*-algebra A with the lifting property and suppose that there is a normal
completely positive map T: A**  Y such that T( y)= y for y # Y, where Y
is the ultraweak closure of Y in A**.
Proposition 2. Given a1 , ..., an # A, x1 , ..., xn # Y and =>0, there exist a
unital completely positive map V: A  A and y1 , ..., yn # Y such that
&V(xi)&xi &<= and &V(ai)& yi&<= (i=1, ..., n).
Proof. Applying Proposition 1 to the map T |A : A  A**, there exists a
net V* : A  A of unital completely positive maps such that
w*-lim
*
V*(a)=T(a) (a # A).
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Thus
w*-lim
*
V*(xi)=T(x i)=x i . (V)
Suppose that there exists no map V: A  A satisfying the assertion of the
proposition. If KA2n is the convex set
[(V(x1)&x1 , ..., V(xn)&xn , V(a1)& y1 , ..., V(an)& yn):
yi # Y (1in), V: A  A u.c.p],
then dist(0, K)= relative to the metric arising from the product norm
on A2n. By the HahnBanach theorem there are f1 , ..., f2n # A* such that
the functional f =( f1 , ..., f2n) # (A2n)* satisfies | f (x)|=2 (x # K), i.e.
} :
n
i=1
f i (V(xi)&xi)+ :
2n
i=n+1
fi (V(ai)& yi)}=2
for any V and yi # Y, which contradicts (V), since Im TY . This contradiction
establishes the result. K
As mentioned in the introduction, if B is a C*-algebra and L is a closed
left ideal of B, L+L* is closed. Let p be the open right support projection
of L in B**, so that L=[x # B: x=xp] and the ultraweak closure of L in B**
is B**p. By the HahnBanach theorem dist(b, L+L*)=dist(b, B**p+ pB**),
so that, if \ is the quotient map B  B(L+L*), then for b # B, &\(b)&=
&(1& p) b(1& p)& and B(L+L*) has the structure of an operator system
via the correspondence \(b)  (1& p) b(1& p).
The following Proposition is essentially [Kir2, Theorem 1.1(ii)], but to
aid the reader and make the paper more self-contained we give a more
explicit proof.
Proposition 3. With A and Y as in Proposition 2, there exist a separable
unital C*-algebra B and a closed left ideal L of B such that Y is unitally
completely isometrically isomorphic to B(L+L*).
To prove this result we require the following preliminary lemma (cf.
[Kir2, Lemma 3.7]).
Lemma 4. Let A and B be unital C*-algebras and let V: A  B be u.c.p.
Let M be a unital C*-algebra and e a projection in M such that A$eMe.
There exists a unital C*-algebra N, a unital V-monomorphism ?: M  N and
a projection f # N with f ?(e) such that the diagram
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e .e f . f
M ww? N
A wwV B
commutes, i.e., V(exe)= f?(x) f for x # M.
Proof. Let W: M  B be the map x  V(exe). Let B be represented
faithfully and nondegenerately on the Hilbert space H. By Stinespring’s
theorem there exist a Hilbert space K with HK and a unital representa-
tion ?: M  B(K) such that, if f is the projection onto H,
W(x)= f?(x) f |H .
Replacing ? by its direct sum with a faithful representation of M, we can
assume that ? is injective. Since W(e)=V(1A)= f= f?(e) f, we see that
f ?(e). Let N=C*(?(M), Bf ), where Bf denotes the C*-algebra of operators
on K obtained by composing elements of B with f, regarded as a mapping
from K to H. Then ?: M  N is a unital embedding, fNf =Bf$B, and
V(exe)= f?(x) f for x # M. K
Proof of Proposition 3. 1. Let [x1 , x2 , ...] and [ y1 , y2 , ...] be dense
subsets of A and Y, respectively. We construct inductively a sequence of
finite dimensional linear subspaces Y1 Y2  } } } of Y with  Yi dense in
Y, finite subsets X1 X2  } } } of A with  Xi dense in A, and u.c.p. maps
Vi : A  A for i=1, 2, ... such that x i # Xi and yi # Yi for i=1, 2, ..., and
such that, if V nm=Vn&1Vn&2 } } } Vm for m<n, then
(i) &(idYn&Vn) idj | (YnMj) &2
&n for 1 jn;
(ii) V n+1m (Xn)Xn+1 for mn;
(iii) for x # Xn there is a y # Yn such that &Vn(x)& y&2&n.
Let X1=[x1] and Y1=Cy1 . Suppose that X1 , ..., Xn , Y1 , ..., Yn , V1 , ..., Vn&1
have been constructed. By Proposition 2 there exist a Vn such that
&(idYn&Vn) idj | (YnMj)&2
&n (1 jn)
and a finite set Y$n Y with the property that for x # Xn there is a y # Y$n
such that &Vn(x)& y&2&n. The inductive step is completed by putting
Yn+1=span(Yn , Y$n , yn+1) and Xn+1=Xn _ (n+1m=1 V
n+1
m (Xn)).
2. By Lemma 4 there are a sequence of separable unital C*-algebras
B1 B2  } } } , where the embeddings are unital V-isomorphisms, projections
ei # Bi with ei+1ei , and V-isomorphism i : A  eiBiei such that the
diagram
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1 2 3
e1 .e1 e2 .e2 e3 .e3
A
V1 A
V2 A } } }
e1B2 e1 ww e2B2e2 ww e3B3 e3 ww } } }
B1 B2 B3 } } }
commutes, where ei Biei  ei+1Bi+1ei+1 is the map eixei  ei+1xei+1. Let
B=lim  Bi and let L be the closed left ideal  B(1&ei) of B. We put
B=[(x1 , x2 , ...): xi # B, sup
i
&xi &<]
and
I=[(xi) # B : lim
i
&xi&=0].
If {: B  BI is the quotient map, e={((ei)) and D=e(BI ) e, then
the map 9: x  {((ei xei)); B  D is u.c.p. and for x # B
&9(x)&=&x+(L+L*)&.
Thus 9(B) is naturally isometric to B(L+L*), and it is easy to see that
the two operator systems are in fact unitally completely isometric.
For x # A, n+1(Vn(x))=en+1n(x) en+1 , so that ei (n+1(Vn(x))) ei=
ei n(x) ei for in+1 and 9(n+1(Vn(x)))=9(n(x)). Hence for x # Yk ,
&9(n(x))&9(n+1(x))&=&9(n+1(x&Vn(x)))&
&x&Vn(x)&
2&n &x& (nk). (VV)
Thus the sequence [9(n(x))] is Cauchy in D and has limit _(x), say. By
continuity, _(x)=limn   9(n(x)) exists for x # Y. The map _: Y  D is
u.c.p., hence completely contractive. To show that _ is completely isometric
it suffices to show that for x # YMn , &(_ idn)(x)&&x&, and we can
restrict attention to x # ( Yk)Mn . Let x # Yk Mn with &x&=1. Given
=>0 we need to find N # N such that iN implies
&9 (n)( (n)i (x))&= lim
j  
&e (n)j  (n)i (x) e (n)j &1&=,
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where 9 (n)=9 idn ,  (n)i = i  idn and e
(n)
j =ej 1n . Choose N such
that 2&N<=3 and Nmax(k, n). Then x # Yi Mi for iN. Fix iN.
Then for li
& (n)l+1(x)&e (n)l+1 (n)l (x) d (n)l+1&=& (n)l+1(x&V (n)l (x))&2&l,
so that for j>i+1
&e (n)j  (n)l+1(x) e (n)j &e (n)j  (n)l (x) e (n)j &2&l
for l=i, ..., j&2, and
& (n)j (x)&e
(n)
j 
(n)
j&1(x) e
(n)
j &2
& j+1.
Summing,
& (n)j (x)&e
(n)
j 
(n)
i (x) e
(n)
j &2
&i+1.
Since & (n)j (x)&=&x&, it follows that
&e (n)j 
(n)
i (x) e
(n)
j &1&2
&i+1
for j>iN, so that &9 (n)( (n)i (x))&1&= for iN as required. Thus
&_(n)(x)&sup=>0 (1&=)=1.
3. To complete the proof we show that _(Y)=9(B). By the defi-
nition of _, _(Y)9(B), so it remains to establish the opposite inclusion.
Since 9(B) =  9(B i), 9(Bi) = 9(e i Bi e i) = 9(i (A)) and 9(m(A))=
n(m(Xn)), it is sufficient to show that for m, n # N, 9(m(Xn))_(Y).
Let x # Xn , m # N, and let k>max(m, n). Then
ekm(x) ek=k(V km(x)).
Since V k&1m (x) # Xk&1 , there is a y # Yk such that &V
k
m(x)& y&2
&k+1.
Then &y&&x&+2&k+1. Thus for l>k,
&V lm(x)&V
l
k( y)&=&V
l
k(V
k
m(x)& y)&2
&k+1,
i.e., &el m(x) el&e lk( y) el&2&k+1 for lk, so that
&9(m(x))&9(k( y))&2&k+1.
By (VV)
&_( y)&9(k( y))&2&k+1 &y&,
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from which it follows that
&9(m(x))&_( y)&2&k+1+2&k+1(&x&+2&k+1)
<2&k+3+2&k+1 &x&.
Thus dist(9(m(x), _(Y))<2&k+3+2&k+1 &x&. Since k can be arbitrarily
large, 9(m(x))_(Y), as required. K
We now come to the main result of this section.
Proposition 5. Let X be separable C*-system. There exist a separable
unital C*-algebra B and a closed left ideal J of B such that X is unitally
completely isometric to B(J+J*).
Proof. Let C*(X ) be the C*-algebra generated by the canonical image
of X in X**. For f # X* let f be the restriction to C*(X ) of f, regarded as
an element of (X**)
*
, and let @ be the map f  f ; X*  C*(X )*. Then @ is
linear and completely positive, which implies that the map @*: C*(X)**  X**
is completely positive. Since XC*(X), X** is identified canonically with the
weak closure of X in C*(X )**, and for x # X(X**), f # X*,
f (@*(x))= f (x)= f (x).
Thus @*(x)=x. The map @* is normal, so that @*|X**=idX** , i.e., @* is a
u.c.p. projection from C*(X)** onto X**. Since C*(X ) is unital and
separable, it is the image by a V-homomorphism ? of A=C*(F). Let
I=ker ? and Y=?&1(X). For some central projection z in A**, I =A**z,
where I is the ultraweak closure of I in A**. Then C*(X)**$(AI )**$
A**(1&z) and A**$A**zC*(X )**. Thus ? can be identified with the
map x  x(1&z), and Y (1&z) and X** are unitally completely isometric.
It follows that Y and Y zX**(=I X**) are unitally completely isometric,
and the map T : A**  Y given by T=idA**z  @*: A**zC*(X )** 
A**zX** is normal, completely positive and idempotent. By Propositions
1, 2, and 3, there exists a separable unital C*-algebra B and a closed left ideal
L of B such that Y is unitally completely isometric to B(L+L*).
Let e be the open projection in B** such that L =B**e. Then
(1&e) B**(1&e)$Y** and the quotient map \: B  B(L+L*) can
be identified with the map x  (1&e) x(1&e). Identifying Y** and
(1&e) B**(1&e), z corresponds to a projection q in (1&e) B**(1&e).
Let p=e+q. Then (1& p) B**(1& p)$Y**(1&z)$X**, and the map
?\: B  X identifies with the map x  (1& p) x(1& p). Let S(Y) be the
state space of Y, and let F=[ f # S(Y): f (z)=0], noting that z # Y**.
Then F=[ f # S(Y): f | I=0], so that F is a weak*-closed face of S(Y). Let
F $=[ f\: f # F]. It is easily verified that F $ is a weak*-closed face of S(B),
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and that F $=[ f # S(B): f ( p)=0]. By the well-known correspondence
between weak*-closed faces of the state space of a unital C*-algebra and
open projections in its second dual [Ped, 3.11], p is an open projection
in B**. If J=[x # B: xp=x], then J is a closed left ideal of B and
B(J+J*)$(1& p) B(1& p)$X. K
Remark. We do not know if the characterization of Proposition 5 holds
without the separability assumption. It will be shown in Section 8 that
an arbitrary (inseparable) C*-system is the inductive limit of separable
C*-systems.
3. THE UNIVERSAL C*-ALGEBRA OF AN OPERATOR SYSTEM
Let X be an operator system. A unital C*-algebra A is universal for X if
(i) there is a unital completely isometric map u: X  A;
(ii) A=C*(u(X ));
(iii) if %: X  B is a unital completely positive map into another
unital C*-algebra B, then there is V-homomorphism ?: A  B such that the
diagram
A ww? B
u %
X
commutes.
If (A, u) and (A$, u$) are universal for X, there are V-homomorphisms
?: A  A$ and ?$: A$  A such that u$=?u and u=?$u$. Thus ??$|u(X )=
idu(X ) and ?$?|u$(X)=idu$(X ) . It follows that ? and ?$ are bijective, so that A
and A$ are canonically *-isomorphic, and a universal C*-algebra for X is,
if its exists, essentially unique.
We will shortly see that every operator system has a universal C*-algebra.
First we require the following preliminary result [C-E2, Theorem 4.1].
Lemma 6. Let A and B be unital C*-algebras and let %: A  B be a
unital complete isometry. Then %(A) is an operator system, and there is a
unique V-homomorphism ?: C*(%(A))  A such that ?%=idA .
Corollary 7. Let H be a Hilbert space. Then there are a block-diagonal
C*-algebra M (i.e., M has a faithful family of finite-dimensional representa-
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tions), a unital complete isometry %: B(H)  M and a *-epimorphism ?:
M  B(H) such that ?%=idB(H) .
Proof. Let 4 be the set of finite-rank projections in B(H), and for e # 4,
let Me=eB(H) e| eH . Let B=e # 4 Me and let %: B(H)  B be the map
x  (exe| eH)e # 4 . Then B is block-diagonal and % is a unital complete
isometry, so that, by Lemma 6, there is a *-epimorphism ?: M  B(H),
where M=C*(%(B(H))), with the required properties. K
Proposition 8. Let X be an operator system. Then X has a universal
C*-algebra.
Proof. Let H=l2N , and let S be the set of linear maps ,: X  B(H)
such that for some finite-rank projection e, # B(H), e,,(x) e,=,(x) for
x # X, and such that the map x  ,(x)| e,H is unital and completely positive.
(Essentially S is the set of all unital completely positive maps from X
into finite matrix algebras.) Let HS=, # S e,H, define a unital completely
positive map u: X  B(HS) by
u(x)= 
, # S
(,(x)| e, H) (x # X),
and let Cu*(X )=C*(u(X )). To see that u is completely isometric, we can
assume that XB(K) for some Hilbert space K. For x # Mn(X) and =>0
there is a finite-rank projection e # B(K) such that
&(e1n) x(e1n)&&x&&=.
Identifying the finite-dimensional subspace eK with a subspace of H, the
map , : x  exe is in S and &,n(x)&&x&&=. Since = is arbitrary, it follows
that &un(x)&=&x&, and so u is completely isometric.
Let A be a unital C*-algebra and let ,: X  A be a unital completely
positive map. We can assume that AB(K$) for some Hilbert space K$. By
Corollary 7 there are a block-diagonal C*-algebra M, a unital complete
isometry %: B(K$)  M and a V-epimorphism ?: M  B(K$) such that ?%=
idB(K$) . Then %,: X  M is a unital completely positive map and for some
subset S$ of S,
&(%,)n (x)&="\  # S$ (x)+" (x # Mn(X ), n # N).
Taking {: Cu*(X )  M to be the resulting V-homomorphism (essentially the
map (xi) i # S  (xi) i # S$), {u=%,, so that (?{)u=,. Then ?{: C u*(X )  A is
the required V-homomorphism. K
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Remarks. 1. If X is separable, we can take M to be a C*-subalgebra
of the l-sum i Mn(C) in the above proposition.
2. The pair (C u*(X ), u) is called the universal C*-algebra of X, in
view of the remark preceding Lemma 6.
Proposition 9. If X and Y are operator systems and %: X  Y is a unital
complete isometry, then there exists a unique *-monomorphism % : C u*(X ) 
Cu*(Y) such that the diagram
Cu*(X ) ww
% Cu*(Y)
u u
X % Y
commutes.
Proof. Let C u*(X ) be faithfully represented on a Hilbert space H. Then
u%&1: %(X )  B(H) is a unital complete isometry, hence completely positive.
By Arveson’s extension theorem [Pau, Theorem 6.5], u%&1 has a unital
completely positive extension ;: Y  B(H). By the universal property defining
Cu*(Y), there is a unique V -homomorphism ; : Cu*(Y)  B(H) such that
; u=;. Moreover, there is a unique V-homomorphism % : Cu*(X)  Cu*(Y)
such that % =u%. It follows that ; % |u(X )=idu(X ) , so that ; % is the identity map
on Cu*(X ), which implies that % is injective. K
4. THE REGULAR C*-ALGEBRA OF A C*-SYSTEM
Let X be a C*-system, with canonical embedding @ in X**. The regular
C*-algebra C r*(X ) of X is the C*-algebra C*(@(X )).
Proposition 10. If %: X  A is a unital complete isometry of X into a
unital C*-algebra A such that A=C*(%(X)), then there is a unique
V -homomorphism _% : C*(%(X ))  C r*(X ) such that the diagram
C*(%(X )) ww
_% C r*(X )
% @
X
commutes.
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Proof. The map %**: X**  A** is a unital complete isometry, and by
Lemma 6 there is a unique V-homomorphism |: A**  X** such that
|%**=idX** . The restriction ?=|| A is the required V-homomorphism of
A onto C r*(X ). Uniqueness is immediate. K
5. THE UNIVERSAL C*-ALGEBRAS OF SOME
LOW-DIMENSIONAL OPERATOR SYSTEMS
It is necessary for the main results of Sections 6 and 7 to gain some
information about Cu*(X ) for X of low dimension, in particular when X
is one of the C*-algebras CCC and M2(C) (regarded as operator
systems).
1. X=CC. If %: X  A is a unital completely positive map into a
unital C*-algebra A, % is completely determined by the positive contraction
x=%((1, 0)). Conversely, any positive contraction x in a unital C*-algebra
A determines a unital completely positive map %: X  A by
%((*, +))=*x++(1&x).
Let A=C([0, 1]) and let z be the identity function on [0,1]. Then the
map u: X  A; (*, +)  *z++(1&z) is unital completely positive. If B is a
unital C*-algebra and %: X  B a unital completely positive map with
x=%((1, 0)), by functional calculus there is a unique V-homomorphism
% : C([0, 1])  B with % (z)=x. Then % u=% and it follows that (C([0, 1]), u)
is universal for x.
2. If A is a unital C*-algebra and %: A  B is a unital completely
positive map into a unital C*-algebra B, we can assume, embedding B
unitally in B(H) for a suitable Hilbert space H, that B=B(H). By
Stinespring’s theorem there are a Hilbert space K with HK and a
representation ?: A  B(K) such that
%(x)=EH ?(x) EH |H (x # A),
where EH is the orthogonal projection onto H. Let e=(1, 0) in CC and
let u: A  A V (CC) be the map x  exe (where ‘‘V’’ denotes the C*-free
product). Then u(A)e(A V (CC))e and the V-homomorphisms a  ?(a)
and *e++(1&e)  *EH++(1&EH) define a representation ? of e(A V
(CC))e on H such that ? (u(a))=EH?(a) EH |H=%(a). The map u is a
unital complete isometry and u(A) generates e(A V (CC))e. Moreover a
V-homomorphism % : A V (CC)  B(K) taking values in C*(EH , ?(A)) is
defined by
% (e)=EH ; % (a)=?(a).
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Then % (e(A V (CC)) e)=C*(EH?(A) EH)$C*(%(A)), and % u=%. It
follows that (e(A V (CC)) e, u) is universal for A.
Remark. If X is a C*-system and %: X  A is a unital complete isometry
into a unital C*-algebra A, there are unique V-homomorphisms ?: C u*(X )
 C*(%(X )) and _: C*(%(X ))  C r*(X ) such that the diagram
Cu*(X) ww
? C*(%(X )) ww_ C r*(X )
u % @
X
commutes, by the definition of Cu*(X ) and Proposition 10. When X is a
C*-algebra with dim X2, the canonical homomorphism _? is never
injective. If it were, it would follow that % was a homomorphism, since in
this case X=C r*(X ). However for any such X there exist unital complete
isometries %: X  A which are not multiplicative. To see this, let X be faith-
fully represented as a unital C*-algebra of operators on a Hilbert space H,
and let f and g be distinct states of X. The map x  (x, ( f (x)+ g(x))2);
X  B(H)C is a unital complete isometry, but is not multiplicative, since
if it were, (12)( f +g) would be multiplicative, hence pure, which would
imply f =g, a contraction.
3. X=M2(C). We shall now see that although M2(C) is a very
simple C*-algebra, Cu*(M2) is surprisingly badly behaved. Let H be a
Hilbert space and let h # B(H) with &h&1. A linear map ,h : M2(C) 
B(H) is defined by
,h \_*#
+
$&+= 12 [(*+$) 1++h+#h*].
Lemma 11. The map ,h is unital and completely positive.
Proof. Let h be the element of M2(C*(1, h)) given by
_1h
0
(1&h*h)12& .
If M2(C*(1, h)) is identified with M2(C)C*(1, h), the map 8: M2(C*(1, h))
 C*(1, h) given by 8=tr2  id, where tr2 is the trace state on M2(C), is
unital and completely positive. A simple calculation shows that for
a # M2(C),
,h(a)=8(h *ah ).
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Thus ,h is expressed as a composition of completely positive maps, and so
is completely positive. It is immediate that ,h is unital. K
The map ,h takes M2(C) onto the operator system C1+Ch+Ch*, and,
in particular,
,h \_00
1
0&+=h.
Now if F2 denotes the free group on two generators, C*(F2)M2 $C*(h)
for some contraction h [Voi]. Since C*(F2) is not exact [Wa1], neither
are C*(h) and C*(,h(M2))$C*(h). Since exactness is preserved on passing
to quotients [Ki2] (see also [Wa2]), and C*(,h(M2)) is a V-homomorphic
image of Cu*(M2) ($e(M2 V (CC)) e, by 2 above), it follows that Cu*(M2)
is not exact.
4. X=CCC. Let H be a Hilbert space and let h, k # B(H) with
0h, k1. The map ,: CCC  B(H), given by
,((:, ;, #))= 12 :h+
1
2;k+#(1&
1
2h&
1
2k)
is unital and completely positive. If T # B(H) is a contraction,
h= 12 (T+T*)+
1
2&T+T*& 1,
and
k=
1
2i
(T&T*)+
1
2
&T&T*& 1,
then T # C*(h, k, 1)=, (Cu*(CCC)). Since T can be chosen as in 3 so
that C*(T ) is not exact, it follows that Cu*(CCC) is not exact.
6. THE CANONICAL V-HOMOMORPHISM C u*(X)  C r*(X )
If X is a C*-system, the canonical embedding XC r*(X ) extends to a
canonical V-epimorphism _: Cu*(X )  C r*(X ). If _ is an isomorphism for a
particular X, we shall say that X is universal. As pointed out in Section 5,
no nontrivial C*-algebra, considered purely as a C*-system, is universal.
In Section 7 we shall show that any operator system can be embedded
in a universal C*-system and construct a separable nuclear universal C*-
system. In this section we prove a necessary condition for _ to be injective
when dim X>1. If M is a von Neumann algebra, M has the decomposition
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M=Mdisc Mcont into discrete and continuous parts. The identity zdisc of
Mdisc , a central projection of M, is the supremum of the set of minimal
projections in M.
Lemma 12. Let X be a separable C*-system, and let q be a projection in
X** such that dim(qX**q)<. Then qXq=qX**q and there exists a
unital completely isometric map V: qX**q  X such that
qV(x) q=x (x # qX**q).
Proof. Since the locally convex vector space topology on a finite dimen-
sional vector space is unique, qXq=qX**q, and qXq is a C*-algebra. By
Proposition 5 there are a separable C*-algebra and a closed left ideal L of
A such that X is unitally completely isometric to A(L+L*), and X**
identifies with (1& p) A**(1& p), where p is the right support projection
if L in A**. With this identification dim(qA**q)< and q # Adisc**. If K=
[a # A: aq=0], K is a closed left ideal of A and K =A**(1&q), by Kadison’s
transitivity theorem, so that (1&q) is the right support of K in A**. Thus
A(K+K*)$qAq$qXq, since qAq(1& p) A**(1& p)$X** and q
(1& p). Since qXq is a C*-algebra and the quotient map \: A  A(K+K*)$
qXq is u.c.p., there are a C*-subalgebra G of A and an ideal (closed, two-sided)
of G such that GJ$qXq, by [Kir2, Corollary 1.4(v)] (see also [Wa2, Proof
of Theorem 2]). Since qXq is finite dimensional, the quotient map G  GJ has
a u.c.p. right inverse W. Let \: A  A(L+L*) be the quotient map. Identify-
ing GJ with qXq and A(L+L*) with X and letting V: qXq  X be the
map \W, it is easy to see that V has the required properties. K
Lemma 13. Let X be a C*-system. The map @disk : x  zdisc @(x); X  X disc**
is a unital complete isometry.
Proof. 1. Let f be an extreme point of S(X)=[. # X*: 1=.(1)=&.&].
Then f is a state on X** and if f =:f1+(1&:) f2 , where f1 , f2 are states
on X** and 0<:<1, then fi= fin+ fi s , where fin and f is are the normal
and singular parts of fi , respectively (i=1, 2). Since f is normal, f =:f1n+
(1&:) f2n , which implies that f1n= f2n= f and f1s= f2s=0, so that f is a
pure state on X**.
2. Let f be an extreme point of S(X ). By 1, f is a pure state of X**,
and the associated representation ?f of X** is irreducible and normal. It
follows that the support of ?f is contained in zdisc , and f (zdisc)=1. This
implies that for x # X, f (zdisc @(x))= f (@(x))= f (x). Let x # X be self-adjoint
and satisfy zdisc @(x)0. Then f (x)0 for every extreme point f of S(X )
and hence for every f # S(X ). This implies that x0.
3. There are natural isomorphisms (XMn)**$X**Mn and
(XMn)disc** $X disc** Mn for n # N. For x # X, &x&1  [ 1x*
x
1]0. Now
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let x # X be such that &@disc(x)&1. If a=[ 1x*
x
1], then (@disc  id2)(a)0,
which implies, by 2 and the identifications noted at the beginning of the
paragraph with n=2, that a0. Thus &x&1. It follows that for x # X,
&x&&@disc(x)&. Since the opposite inequality clearly holds, the map in the
statement of the lemma is an isometry.
4. Replacing X by XMn and noting the identifications at the
beginning of the previous paragraph, it follows that @disc is n-isometric for
n # N, as required. K
For n # N a C*-algebra A is n-subhomogeneous if every irreducible
representation of A is on a Hilbert space of dimension at most n.
Lemma 14. For a C*-system X, Xdisc** n-subhomogeneous O X** n-sub-
homogeneous.
Proof. 1. If A is an n-subhomogeneous C*-algebra, then A can be
embedded as a C*-subalgebra of C(0, Mn)$C(0Mn), for some compact
Hausdorff space 0. Thus A**C(0, Mn)**$C(0)**Mn , and A** is
n-subhomogeneous.
2. Since @disc : X  Xdisc** is a unital complete isometry by Lemma 13,
so is @disc**: X**  (X disc**)**. By the previous paragraph and our hypothesis,
(Xdisc**)** is n-subhomogeneous. By Lemma 6, X** is a quotient of a C*-
subalgebra of (Xdisc**)**. This implies that X** is n-subhomogeneous. K
Remark. It follows, in particular, that Xdisc** abelian O X** abelian.
Theorem 15. Let X be a C*-system with dim X2. If the canonical
homomorphism _: Cu*(X )  C r*(X ) is injective, then Mn has a unital
completely isometric embedding in X for n # N.
Proof. The only C*-system of dimension 2 is X=CC. By the results
of Section 5, Cu*(X )=C([0, 1]), whereas C r*(X )=CC, so that _ is not
injective. We can therefore assume that dim X3. By Lemma 14, dim Xdisc**3,
which implies that Xdisc** contains a projection p such that pX disc** p is
isomorphic to one of
1. CCC (if Xdisc** is abelian);
2. CM2(C) (if X disc** is 2-subhomogeneous);
3. M3(C) (otherwise).
(In case 2, Xdisc***M2(C), since Cu*(M2(C)) $3 C r*(M2(C)), by results in
Section 5.) In each of these three cases there is a unital complete isometry
of CCC into pXdisc** p, and so, by Lemma 12, a unital complete isometry
of CCC into X. Thus Cu*(CCC)Cu*(X)$C r*(X )X**. Since
C*(CCC) is not exact, and exactness is a property that is preserved on
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passing to a C*-subalgebra, X** is not exact, hence not nuclear. Thus X**,
and, by Lemma 14, Xdisc** are not n-subhomogeneous for any n # N. In
particular for any n # N, X** has a normal irreducible representation on a
Hilbert space of dimension greater than or equal to n, and there is projection
p # X such that pX**p$Mn . By Lemma 12 there is a unital completely
isometric embedding of Mn in X. K
7. UNIVERSAL C*-SYSTEMS
The main result of this section is Theorem 17, which asserts the existence
of separable nuclear universal C*-systems. As a rehearsal we show first that
any operator system can be embedded in a universal C*-system.
Proposition 16. Let A be an operator system. Then A has a unital com-
pletely isometric embedding in a universal C*-system X. If A is separable,
then X can be chosen to be separable.
Proof. Since any operator system has, by definition, a u.c.i. embedding
in a unital C*-algebra, it is enough to consider the case where A is a unital
C*-algebra. We define a sequence
X1 w
u1 X2 w
u2 X3 w
u3 } } }
of operator systems (in fact, C*-algebras) and unital complete isometries
inductively as follows. Let X1=A. If Xi has been defined, let Xi+1=Cu*(Xi)
and let ui be the canonical embedding of Xi in Xi+1 . Let X be the inductive
limit lim  (Xi , ui) of this sequence, in the sense of [Kir2, Section 2]. Recall
that X is a C*-system, and that there are u.c.i. maps *i : Xi  X for
i=1, 2, ... such that (i) *i=*i+1u i and (ii) X=i=1 * i (Xi). Moreover X
has the universal property that if Y is an operator system and ,i : Xi  Y
are unital completely positive maps such that ,i=,i+1ui for each i, then
there is a unital completely positive map ,: X  Y such that ,i=,* i .
One way of constructing (X, *i) is as follows. Let Xi be embedded
unitally completely isometrically in a C*-algebra Ai , for i=1, 2, ..., let A=
i=1 Ai , the l
-sum of the Ai , and let I=[(x i) # A: limi   &xi &=0].
Let Z be the operator system in A consisting of those sequences (xi) such
that (i) xi # Xi (i=1, 2, ...), and (ii) xi+1=x i eventually. Then we can take
X to be the image (Z +I )I of Z in AI, and *i to be the map x  (xj)+I,
where
1 ( j<i)
x j={x ( j=i)(uj&1 uj&2 } } } u i)(x) ( j>1).
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The isometric nature of the *i is a consequence of that of the ui . It is also,
in fact, straightforward to prove directly, using the method in the proof of
Proposition 3, that for some C*-algebra B and closed left ideal L of B, X
is unitally completely isometric to B(L+L*).
Since each ui is injective, the induced V-homomorphisms u i : C u*(Xi) 
Cu*(Xi+1) are injective, by Proposition 9, and it follows that Cu*(X )=
lim  Cu*(Xi). We must show that the canonical V-homomorphism _: Cu*(X)
 C r*(X ) is injective. Fix i. Since the map *i+1 : Xi+1  X is injective, by
Lemma 6 there is a unital V-homomorphism +: Gi+1  Xi+1 such that
+*i+1=idXi+1 , where Gi+1 is the C*-subalgebra of C r*(X ) generated by
*i+1(Xi+1). If Hi+1 is the corresponding C*-subalgebra of Cu*(X) generated
by u(*i+1(Xi+1), then _(H i+1)=Gi+1 . If * i+1 : C u*(Xi+1)  Cu*(X ) is the
V-homomorphism determined by *i+1 , then +_* i+1 : C u*(Xi+1)  X i+1 is a
V-homomorphism whose restriction to u(Xi+1) is just u&1. It follows that
the diagram
idXi+1
Cu*(X i) ww
u i Cu*(Xi+1) ww
* i+1 H i+1C u*(X )
_
Xi+1
+ Gi+1C r*(X )
commutes. Thus idXi+1=+_* i+1u i . This implies that _|Hi+1 is injective. Since
i=1 Hi is dense in C u*(X ), it follows that _ is injective, as required. It is
clear from the construction that X is separable whenever A is. K
In the next theorem we show the existence of universal C*-systems which
are separable and nuclear. The proof is an asymptotic version of the proof
of Proposition 16.
Theorem 17. There exists a separable nuclear universal C*-system.
Proof. We will construct X as the inductive limit of a sequence
X1 w
%1 X2 w
%2 } } } ,
where each Xi is a matrix algebra Mni and each %i is a unital complete
isometry. For each i, [xi1 , xi2 , ...] will denote a particular sequence dense
in Cu*(Xi) and chosen once Xi is defined. The construction will be inductive.
1. Let X1=M2 . Since Cu*(M2) is block-diagonal, for some n2 # N
there is a unital V-homorphism ?1 : C u*(M2)  Mn2 such that
&?1(x11)& 12&x11&.
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Replacing Mn2 by Mn2+2 and ?1 by the direct sum of ?1 and the canonical
V-homomorphism of Cu*(M2) into M2 corresponding to the identity map
on M2 , we can assume that ?1 |u(M2) is unital and completely isometric. Let
X2=Mn2 and %1=(?1 |u(X1)) u.
2. Suppose that X1 , ..., Xn have been constructed. Since Xi+1 is a
C*-algebra, there is a V-homomorphism ?i : Cu*(Xi)  Xi+1 such that the
diagram
Cu*(Xi) ww
?i Xi+1
u %i
Xi
commutes. Let % i : Cu*(Xi)  Cu*(Xi+1) be the *-monomorphism corre-
sponding to %i by Proposition 9, and let %ik : Xi  Xk be the unital complete
isometry %k&1%k&2 } } } %i for i<k, with %ii=idXi . Then % ik =% k&1% k&2 } } } % i .
It will be assumed as part of the induction that
&?n&1(% i, n&1 (x ij))&\1&1n+ &xij& (1i, jn&1).
The inductive step is as follows. Since Cu*(Xn) is block-diagonal, there is a
unital V-homomorphism ?n : Cu*(Xn)  Mnn+1 for some nn+1 # N such that
&?n(% in (xij))&\1& 1n+1+ &x ij & (1i, jn),
with ?n |u(Xn) unital and completely isometric (as in 1, we can ensure this by
replacing Mnn+1 by Mnn+1+2). Now let Xn+1=Mnn+1 and %n=?nu.
3. Let X=lim  (Xi , %i). Since %i is completely isometric, the induced
V-homomorphism % i : Cu*(Xi)  Cu*(Xi+1) is injective, by Proposition 9,
and it follows that Cu*(X )=lim  Cu*(Xi).
For given i and j in N, let k>i, j. Then
&?k(%ik(xij))&\1& 1k+1+ &x ij&.
Let _: Cu*(X)  C r*(X ) be the canonical V-homomorphism. We now show
that _ is injective. Since the canonical homomorphism *k+1 : Xk+1 
XC r*(X ) is injective, by Lemma 6 there is a unital V-homomorphism
+: G  Xk+1 such that +*k+1=idXk+1 , where G is the C*-subalgebra of
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C r*(X) generated by *k+1(Xk+1). If H is the corresponding C*-sub-
algebra of C u*(X ) generated by u(*k+1(Xk+1)), then _(H)=G. If
* k+1 : C u*(Xk+1)  Cu*(X ) is the V-isomorphism determined by *k+1 , then
+_* k+1 : C u*(Xk+1)  Xk+1 is a V-homomorphism whose restriction to
u(Xk+1) is just u&1. It follows that the diagram
Cu*(Xi) ww
% ik Cu*(Xk) ww
% k, k+1 C u*(Xk+1) ww
* k+1 H C u*(X )
?k _
Xk+1
+ G C r*(X )
commutes (here the map Cu*(Xk+1)  Xk+1 is the unique V-homomorphism
extending the map u&1: u(Xk+1)  Xk+1). Thus ?k% ik=+_* k+1% i, k+1 ,
from which it is immediate that
&_(x ij)&&(+_)(x ij)&\1& 1k+1+ &x ij &
for 1i, jk, where x ij=* i (x ij)=* k+1(% i, k+1(x ij)). Since k is arbitrary,
it follows that &_(x ij)&=&x ij&. Since this is true for all i, j # N, and
[x ij : i, j # N] is a dense subset of Cu*(X )=i=1 * i (Cu*(Xi)), it follows that
_ is isometric, as required. K
Corollary 18. The operator system X constructed in the proof of
Theorem 17 cannot be embedded unitally completely isometrically in a nuclear
C*-algebra.
Proof. Suppose that %: X  A is a unital completely isometric map of X
into a unital C*-algebra A. By Proposition 10 the canonical V-homomorphism
_: Cu*(X )  C r*(X) has a factorization
Cu*(X )  C*(%(X ))  C r*(X ).
Since % is isometric, it follows that C*(%(X))$Cu*(X)$C r*(X). Since X1=M2
and C*(*1(X1)) is, by construction, V-isomorphic to C u*(X1), we see that
Cu*(X) has a C*-subalgebra isomorphic to Cu*(M2), which is not exact, by
a result in the previous section. Since exactness passes to C*-subalgebras,
this implies that Cu*(X ), C*(%(X )) and hence A are not exact, so that A is
not nuclear. K
8. GENERAL C*-SYSTEMS
Although we have been unable to extend the characterization of separable
C*-systems given in Proposition 5 to the inseparable case, it will be shown
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in this section that an arbitrary (inseparable) C*-system is the inductive
limit of separable C*-systems. Some of the techniques we use are familiar
from Banach space theory. If X and B are Banach spaces, the completion
of the algebraic tensor product XxB with respect to the maximal (projective)
cross-norm & &7 is denoted by H B. If Z is a closed linear subspace
of X, the embedding ZxBX xB extends canonically to a contraction
Z B  X B. When this contraction is isometric, we write Z BX B.
The set of equivalence classes under isometric isomorphism of n-dimensional
normed spaces will be denoted by Bn and the equivalence class of an n-dimen-
sional normed space E in Bn will be written E . The following three results
are essentially well-known, though for completeness we include proofs.
Proposition 19. A metric d is defined on Bn by
d(E , F )=log $(E , F ),
where
$(E , F )=inf [&,& &,&1&: ,: E  F an isomorphism].
With respect to this metric Bn is separable.
Proof. Let [ f1 , f2 , ...] be dense in (Rn)**. We can assume that f1 , ..., fn
separate the points of Rn. If I is a finite nonempty subset of N containing
[1, ..., n], a norm & &I is defined on Rn by
&x&I=sup
i # I
| f i (x)|.
Let EI denote Rn with this norm. If E is an n-dimensional normed space,
identified with Rn as a vector space, and =>0, there is a finite subset I # N
containing [1, ..., n] such that for f # E*1
& f& f i&E*<=
for some i # I. Then for x # E,
| f (x)|| fi (x)|+= &x&E
&x&I+= &x&E
O (1&=) &x&E &x&I .
Also for i # I,
| fi (x)|(1+=) &x&E
O &x&I(1+=) &x&E .
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These inequalities together imply that d(E , E I)log [(1+=)(1&=)], which
tends to zero with =. Since the set of EI with [1, ..., n]I and I finite is
countable, the separability of Bn follows. K
Proposition 20. Let X be a Banach space and let Y be a closed separable
linear subspace of X. There exists a closed separable linear subspace Z of X with
YZ such that
Z EX E
for any finite dimensional Banach space E.
Proof. 1. By Proposition 19 there exist, for n=1, 2, ..., sequences En, 1 ,
En, 2 , ... of n-dimensional Banach spaces such that [E n, 1 , E n, 2 , ...] is dense
in Bn . Let B be the l1-direct sum of the En, i for all n, i1. Then B, and
hence Y B, are separable. Let YZX. For x # Yx B, &x&Y B
&x&Z B and
&x&X B=inf [&x&Z B : YZX, Z separable].
Let x1 , x2 , ... be a sequence in YxB dense in Y B. For n, 1, 2, ... there are
separable linear Y1 , Y2 , ... in X with Y1 Y2  } } } such that
&xi&Yi  B\1+1n+ &xi&X B (1in).
Let Z1= Yi . Then Z1 is separable and &xi&Z1 B=&xi&X B for i # N.
Hence
&x&Z1 B=&x&X B
for x # YxB. Using this argument as the basis of an induction, we find
separable linear subspaces Z1 Z2  } } } of X such that for x # Zi xB,
&x&Zi+1 B=&x&X B .
Letting Z= Zi , it follows that Z BX B.
2. For given n, i # N, En, i is isometrically isomorphic to a subspace of
B which is complemented by a projection ?n, i of norm 1. Identifying En, i
with this subspace, for x # ZxEn, i
&x&Z En, i =&(idZ ?)(x)&Z En, i&x&Z B .
Since the opposite inequality, holds as observed above, it follows that
Z En, iZ B. Similarly X En, i X B. Since Z BX B by
construction, it follows that Z En, i X En, i .
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3. Now let E be a finite dimensional Banach space, of dimension n,
say. For =>0 there is an i such that $(E , E n, i )<1+=, i.e., there is an
isomorphism ,: En, i  E such that &,& &,&1&1+=. For x # Zx E
&x&Z E &(idZ ,)(idZ ,&1)(x)&Z E
&,& &(idZ ,&1)(x)&Z En, i
=&,& &(idZ ,&1)(x)&X En, i
&,& &,&1& &x&X E
(1+=) &x&X E
O &z&Z E &x&X E
since = is arbitrary. Since the opposite inequality automatically holds, it
follows that &x&Z E=&x&X E . K
Proposition 21. Let X be a Banach space and let Z be a closed linear
subspace of X. The following conditions are equivalent:
(i) Z BX B for any finite-dimensional Banach space B;
(ii) Z BX B for any Banach space B;
(iii) there exists a contraction P: X  Z** such that P|Z is the canonical
embedding of Z in Z**.
Proof. (i) O (ii). Let x=ni=1 zi bi # ZxB, and let B0 be a finite-
dimensional subspace of B containing b1 , ..., bn . Then
&x&Z B&x&Z B0=&x&X B0
by assumption. Thus
&x&X B=inf [&x&X B0 : B0 finite-dimensional, x # X xB0]&x&Z B .
Since the opposite inequality is satisfied, by an earlier observation, (ii)
follows.
(ii) O (iii). By assumption Z Z*X Z*. Let , # (Z Z*)* be
the map xf  f (x). Then &,&1 (in fact &,&=1) and so, by the Hahn
Banach theorem, , has a contractive extension , in (X Z*)*. For x # X
the linear functional f  , (xf ) is an element P(x) of (Z*)*=Z**, and
&P(x)( f )&&, & &x& & f &, which implies &P&1. Also, for z # Z and f # Z*,
P(z)( f )=, (z f )=,(z f )= f (z)=@(z)( f ),
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where @: Z  Z** is the canonical embedding. Hence P|Z=@.
(ii) O (i). Trivial
(iii) O (ii). The embedding ZxBX xB extends canonically to a
contraction @B : Z B  X B. Let PB : X B  Z** B be the unique
contraction such that PB(xb)=P(x)b for x # X, b # B. For z # ZxB,
PB @B(z)=z, where Z is identified with its image in Z**. Using the well-
known fact that Z BZ** B,
&z&Z B=&z&Z** B=&PB @B(z)&Z** B&@B(z)&X B .
Since @B is a contraction, this implies &@B(z)&X B=&z&Z B , i.e., @B is
isometric. K
The following result is a partial generalization of the classical result of
Tomiyama which asserts that a norm 1 projection of a unital C*-algebra onto
a unital C*-subalgebra is a conditional expectation. Our proof is based on a
simplification of Tomiyama’s original proof by Lance (cf. [S, Theorem 9.1]).
Proposition 22. Let A be a unital C*-algebra, X an operator subsystem
of A, and C a unital C*-subalgebra of A which is the closed linear span of
its projections and satisfies CXX. Let ?: A  X be a projection of norm 1.
Then
?(xa)=x?(a), ?(ax)=?(a) x
for x # C, a # A.
Proof. Let e be a projection in C and let f =1&e, * # R, a # A. Then
(1+*)2 & f?(ea)&2=& f?(ea+*f?(ea))&2
&ea+*f?(ea)&2
&ea&2+*2 & f?(ea)&2
O (1+2*) & f?(ea)&2&ea&2
for any * # R, which implies that f?(ea)=0. Thus ?(ea)=e?(ea). Replacing
e by f gives e?(ea)=e?(a). Hence ?(ea)=e?(a). By linearity and continuity
?(xa)=x?(a) for any x # C. Since, by a standard argument, ? is a positive,
and hence self-adjoint, map the remaining identity follows on taking adjoints.
K
If AB are operator systems, the notation Mn(A)Mn(B) will be taken
to mean that Mn(A) is identified with the linear span of [am: a # A,
m # Mn] in Mn(B).
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Theorem 23. Let X be a C*-system. The set of separable C*-subsystems
of X forms an upward directed system with union equal to X.
Proof. It suffices to show that if Y is any separable subsystem of X,
then there is a separable C*-subsystem Z of X containing Y. Given such
a Y, by Propositions 20 and 21 there is a separable linear subspace W1 of
X containing Y such that
W1 BX B
for any Banach space B. If Z1 is the operator subsystem of X generated by
W1 , then Z1 is separable. By Propositions 20 and 21, we can inductively
construct separable linear subspaces Wn of Mn(X ) and separable operator
subsystems Zn of X (n=2, 3, ...) such that for n # N,
(i) ZnZn+1 ,
(ii) WnMn(Zn),
(iii) Mn+1(Zn)Wn+1 ,
(iv) Wn  BMn(X) B
for any Banach space B. Let Z= Zi . Then Z is a separable operator sub-
system of X containing Y. Fix n # N. For mn, the operator system Mn(X)
has a canonical embedding in Mm(X), where Mn(X) is identified with the
operator subsystem of Mm(X) consisting of those matrices in Mm(X) all
of whose entries not in the top left-hand n_n block are 0. Under this
embedding, Mn(X) is complemented in Mm(X) by a projection of norm 1,
from which it follows that for any Banach space B,
Mn(X) BMm(X) B.
Similarly
Mn(Zi) BMm(Zi) B.
For x # Mn( Zi) x B, x # Mn(Z i) x B for some in. Hence
&x&Mn(X) B&x&Mn(Z) B=&x&Mi+1(Zi+1) B
&x&Wi+1  B=&x&Mi+1(X) B=&x&Mn(X) B .
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Thus &x&Mn(Z) B=&x&Mn(X) B . Since Mn( Zi) x B is dense in Mn(Z) B,
it follows that Mn(Z) BMn(X) B. By Proposition 21 there is a
contraction
Pn : Mn(X )  Mn(Z**)$Mn(Z)**
such that Pn |Mn(Z) is the canonical injection of Mn(Z) into Mn(Z**). For
f # Z* let f denote the canonical extension of f to Z**. The map =: f  f ;
Z*  Z*** is isometric and its adjoint =*: Z****  Z** is a projection of
norm 1. Identifying Z** with the _(X**, X*)-closure of Z in X**,
?n=(=* idMn) b Pn**: Mn(X**)=Mn(X )**  Mn(Z**)
is a projection of norm 1.
Since ?n is unital and contractive, it is positive. Let [eij : 1i, jn] be
matrix units for Mn(C). By Proposition 22 (with C=C . 1Mn), for
x # X**
?n(xe11)=(1e11) ?n(xe11)(1e11)Z**C .e11 ,
i.e., there is a linear map ,n : X**  Z** such that
?n(xe11)=,n(x)e11 .
Then
?n(xeij)=?n((1ei1)(xe11)(1e1 j))
=(1ei1) ?(xe11)(1e1 j)
=,n(x)eij .
Hence ?n=,n  idMn , which implies that ,n is an n-positive projection of
X** onto Z**. Let U be a free ultrafilter on N. For x # X** let
,(x)=lim
U
,n(x),
where the existence of the limit, taken in the weak*-topology, follows
from the weak*-compactness of norm-closed balls in X**. The map
,: X**  Z** is a completely positive projection of norm 1. By the proof
of [C-E1, Theorem 3.1] (with B(H) replaced by the von Neumann algebra
X**), an associative product b is defined on Z** by
x b y=,(xy) (x, y # Z**).
With this product and its existing norm and unit element Z** is a unital
C*-algebra which is completely order isomorphic to its image in X** with
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the inherited complete order. In particular the canonical embedding of Z
in Z** is unital and completely isometric, so that Z is a C*-system, as
required. K
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